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5 BEDROOM PENTHOUSE IN TOURIST AREA
Alexandr Godovnikov · Monday, May 10th, 2021

This luxury penthouse is fully renovated using only high-end materials and designed for effortless
entertaining over its 380sqm floor-plan. Access the private entry where the use of sophisticated
high-end stone and timber finishes sets the tone for the rest of the apartment. Imported flooring
throughout the living areas that have been extensively used in all 5 bathrooms adding to the
sophisticated feel and contrast the custom high gloss joinery and bathroom fittings, the main with
Jacuzzi and sauna. All five bedrooms boast imported parquet flooring, built-in wardrobes, and airconditioning. Four of the bedrooms open up to covered balconies while 3 are fitted with en-suites,
the master with its own Jacuzzi. Carefully chosen feature lighting throughout add a warm feel to
the modern design and defines each space. The heart of the penthouse is the Chef’s gourmet
kitchen with imported granite detailing and equipped with stainless steel Bosch appliances that
highlight the designer high gloss white finish. Located within a secure complex with automatic
gates, landscaped grounds with a tennis court, and a large common pool area complete with sunbeds and pergola, this exclusively crafted penthouse will take your breath away. The tourist area in
Limassol is the year-round destination of Cyprus. A cosmopolitan seaside destination with a
unique identity, based on its rich history and culture, its special characteristics, and the wide
variety of options available for tourists including cycling, bird watching, mini cruises to nearby
destinations, Byzantine churches routes, wine routes, and much more.
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